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Temperature dependence of the trapped magnetic field in MgB 2
bulk superconductors
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Based on dc magnetization measurements, the temperature dependencies of the trapped magnetic
field have been calculated for two MgB2 samples prepared by two different techniques:
high-pressure sintering and hot pressing. Experimentally measured trapped field values for the first
sample coincide remarkably well with calculated ones over the whole temperature range. This
shows, on one hand, the validity of the introduced calculation approach, and demonstrates, on the
other hand, the great prospects of the hot pressing technology for large scale superconducting
applications of the MgB2. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1629148#
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Magnesium diboride is a promising superconducting m
terial with a critical temperature of about 40 K. HighTc

values and the simple chemical composition of MgB2 have
made it an interesting object for applied investigations w
significant potential for use in superconducting motors, fl
wheels, and bearings. The key parameter for such app
tions is the maximum trapped field in the sample and
temperature dependence. This, in turn, is closely conne
both with the critical current density and with the size
superconductor.

Since the discovery of superconductivity in MgB2, re-
searchers had to deal with tiny samples that were not suit
for large scale applications. Now, the situation has chan
and several techniques have been developed to produce
quality MgB2 bulk polycrystalline samples of a few centim
ters in diameter and with the critical current densities up
105– 106 A/cm2.1,2

It is remarkable that, in contrast to the high temperat
superconductors, the grain boundaries in bulk magnes
diboride superconductors do not act as weak links.3–5 This
significantly simplifies the growth of bulk samples suitab
for large scale applications.

In this letter we focus on an important property of t
bulk superconductor—the trapped magnetic field. We ca
late its temperature dependency from dc magnetization
using an iteration approach. We show that the trapped fi
values measured experimentally are in excellent agreem
with the calculated ones. This enables prediction of the
pected values of the trapped magnetic field in larger samp
which are presently under development.

We have studied two MgB2 bulk samples prepared b
different techniques. One of them was sintered under h
pressure as described in Ref. 6. The sample has a uni
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polycrystalline structure without cracks and is 28 mm in
ameter and 11 mm in height. The trapped magnetic field
the center of the sintered sample was measured by a
probe for different temperatures from 6 to 33 K. The resu
ing temperature dependence of the trapped field has a n
tive curvature and tends to saturation at low temperatu
~see Fig. 1, cross symbols!. The other sample was prepare
by ball milling of Mg and B powders at ambient temper
tures followed by hot pressing,7 which we call ‘‘ball milled.’’
It consists of spherical nanocrystalline grains about 40–
nm in size that distinctly improve pinning due to the lar
number of grain boundaries. For this sample the trapped fi
could not be measured because of its small size.

To calculate the trapped field one should know the te
perature and field dependencies of the critical current den
Jc(H,T) of the superconductors. For dc magnetization m
surements small bar-shaped pieces of both samples

FIG. 1. Temperature dependencies of maximum trapped field in bulk M2

samples prepared under high-pressure sintering~measured! and ball-milled
~calculated! techniques.
0 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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been used. Then, theJc(H) curves were obtained from th
magnetization loopsM (H) using the conventional expres
sion j c(H)520•DM (b2b2/3l ), whereDM is the difference
in the magnetization~in emu/cm2) measured for increasin
and decreasing applied fields,b and l are the sample width
and length in cm, respectively, andj c is obtained in A/cm2.

For the high-pressure sintered sample a set ofJc(H)
curves presented in Fig. 2 in logarithmical scale are pra
cally linear for low fields up to the level ofJc

5104 A/cm2. This indicates an exponential decay of critic
current density with increasing field

Jc~H,T!5J~T!exp@2H/b~T!#, ~1!

where J(T) and b(T) are temperature-dependent coef
cients.

The dependencies ofJ(T) and b(T) for the sintered
sample, shown in Fig. 3 by circles, can be well fitted to t
expressions

b~T!5b0@12~T/Tc!
2#,J~T!5J0@12~T/Tc!#. ~2!

Here, Tc537.5 K is the critical temperature, whereasb0

50.9 T and J053.13105 A/cm2 are fitting parameters
which characterize an effective field of supercurrent de
and a maximum critical current density at zero field and te
perature, respectively.

FIG. 2. Field dependencies of critical current density at different temp
tures for the high-pressure sintered MgB2 sample.Jc(H) curves were ob-
tained from dc magnetization data.

FIG. 3. J(T) andb(T) coefficients ofJc(H) curves@see Eq.~1!# for MgB2

bulks. Symbols represent experimental data for high-pressure sin
~circles! and ball-milled~squares! samples. Solid lines represent fitting re
sults, which is described by formulas~2! and~3! for sintered and ball-milled
samples, respectively.
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For the ball-milled MgB2 sampleJc(H,T) curves can
also be described by Eq.~1! ~see Fig. 4 in Ref. 7!, but the
functionsb(T) andJ(T) are different:

b~T!5b0@12~T/Tc!
2#3/2,J~T!5J0@12~T/Tc!

2#3/2,
~3!

where the corresponding parameters areTc534 K, b0

52.78 T, andJ058.53105 A/cm2 ~see Fig. 3, squares!.
The results obtained show that the critical current d

sity depends strongly on temperature. For the high-pres
sintered sample the values ofJ(T) and b(T) are about 2.5
times lower than those of for the ball-milled sample. On t
other hand, the latter sample has a much stronger po
dependence ofJ(T) andb(T) on temperature.

Further calculation of the trapped field from a know
Jc(H,T) function is a nontrivial task. According to the Biot
Savart low, the magnetic fieldH generated by the supercu
rent Jc flowing in the volume of sampleV is

H~r !5
1

c EV
Jc~H,r!3

r2r

ur2ru3
d3r. ~4!

As Jc is a function ofH, it is necessary to solve this integra
equation in order to calculate the trapped field values.

To simplify the problem we assume homogeneity of t
sample, i.e.,~1! that the critical current density does not d
pend on coordinater explicitly and~2! that the currents flow
along concentric circles. Then, the field component norma
the sample surface,Hz , can be written in cylindrical coordi-
natesr5(r ,f,z) andr5(r,c,z) as follows:

Hz~r !5
1

c EV
Jc~Hz! f ~r ,r,c,z!rd3r, ~5!

where

f ~r ,r,c,z!5
r2r cosc

@~r 2r cosc!21~r sinc!21~z2z!2#3/2,

d3r5drdcdz.

The resulting field profile has a cylindrically symmetric for
with the maximum atr 50.

The integral Eq.~5! can be solved forH(r ) numerically
using an iterative procedure:8

Hi 11~r !5
1

c EV
Jc~Hi ! f ~r ,r,c,z!rd3r, ~6!

until uHi 112Hi u/Hi,«, where dimensionless quantity« is a
desired accuracy of calculation. Here, the profile obtaine
used to calculate the current in the next step of iterations.
chose an initial profileH0(r )5const to start the calculation

One should note that we calculate the trapped field p
file numerically in each step and cannot define theH(r )
function in every point. Therefore, we should discretize E
~5! and divide the cylindrical sample intoN concentric tubes
of width D5 Rs /(N21) and then calculate the field in eac
point r k ,k50¯N21 as a sum of fields from all tubes:

H~r k!5
D

c (
j 50

N21 E Jc@H~r j !# f ~r k ,r j ,c,z!r jdcdz, ~7!
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wherer k5kD, Rs is the radius,L is the height of the cylin-
drical sample, and the integration here is made overc from 0
to 2p and overz from 2L to 0.

From Eq.~7! the field profile for a givenJc(H) function
is obtained using iterations~6!. In the case ofJc(H)5const
the calculation produces a conical Bean profile with
maximum in the center of the sample. To reach an accur
of «50.1% it is sufficient to make just 16 iterations wit
N514 tubes. Moreover, the method of calculation has
fitting parameters and uses only experimentalJc(H,T) data.
The calculated temperature dependence of maximum trap
field for high-pressure sintered and ball-milled MgB2

samples are represented in Fig. 1 by the solid and das
lines, respectively.

We obtained very good agreement with the experime
data for the high-pressure sintered sample. Remarkably
trapped field, which is determined by the current distribut
in the whole sample volume can be calculated correctly
the base ofJc measured locally in a small piece of th
sample. This provides one more evidence of the lack
granularity effect in bulk MgB2. The ball-milled~nanocrys-
talline! sample was calculated to have much higher trap
fields than the sintered sample. Thus, the developmen
large size nanocrystalline MgB2 samples is very attractive
for future applications.

In summary, we have calculated the temperature dep
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dence of the trapped magnetic field for two MgB2 bulk
samples prepared using different techniques. We used
magnetization data and an iteration approach to solve
Biot–Savart equation. Experimentally measured trapp
field values for the high-pressure sintered sample are in
cellent agreement with the calculated ones over the wh
temperature range. The correctness of the calculation
lowed us to predict the expected values of the trapped fiel
the ball-milled sample, which revealed the great prospect
this technology for large scale applications of supercondu
ing MgB2.
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